Using Remote Sensing to Analyse Net Land-Use Change from Conflicting Sustainability Policies: The Case of Amsterdam
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Abstract: In order to achieve the ambitious Sustainable Development Goal #11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities), an integrative approach is necessary. Complex outcomes such as sustainable cities are the product of a range of policies and drivers that are sometimes at odds with each other. Yet, traditional policy assessments often focus on specific ambitions such as housing, green spaces, etc., and are blind to the consequences of policy interactions. This research proposes the use of remote sensing technologies to monitor and analyse the resultant effects of opposing urban policies. In particular, we will look at the conflicting policy goals in Amsterdam between the policy to densify, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, goals of protecting and improving urban green space. We conducted an analysis to detect changes in land-uses within the urban core of Amsterdam, using satellite images from 2003 and 2016. The results indeed show a decrease of green space and an increase in the built-up environment. In addition, we reveal strong fragmentation of green space, indicating that green space is increasingly available in smaller patches. These results illustrate that the urban green space policies of the municipality appear insufficient to mitigate the negative outcomes of the city’s densification on urban green space. Additionally, we demonstrate how remote sensing can be a valuable instrument in investigating the net consequences of policies and urban developments that would be difficult to monitor through traditional policy assessments.
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1. Introduction

The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goal #11 (SDG11) presents the broad ambition of “inclusive, resilient and sustainable cities” [1]. However, this ambition is multifaceted, comprising incongruous policy goals and sectors. One crucial area of friction is apparent between the goal of compact city (CC) development (important for reduced transportation, resource, and land usage, etc.) and urban green space (UGS) goals (important in for example liveability, biodiversity, and climate regulation). Simply put, constrained development within limited space towards meeting densification goals puts increasing pressure on green space within urban areas. While traditional policy evaluations conventionally limit themselves to evaluating goals internal to each policy, we argue that it is essential to consider the net effect of multiple and conflicting policies. We further propose the application of remote sensing as a valuable tool in identifying the net land-use changes deriving from multiple urban policy and development drivers. Our empirical focus turns to the case of Amsterdam, evaluating longitudinal changes in land-use through remote sensing analyses in the context of potentially conflicting urban policies.
Herein, we focus on the two goals of urban green space (UGS) and compact city (CC) policies. Green spaces are central to the development of sustainable cities, providing essential ecosystems that are vital for mitigating and adapting to environmental problems induced by urbanisation and climate change [2–5]. The biophysical characteristics of UGS have several direct and indirect positive effects on health, air quality, climate regulation, biodiversity, and hydrology [2,4,6,7]. Therefore, it is not surprising that UGS policies have been introduced by cities around the globe [2] and are promoted by concepts such as the Biophilic City [8].

An even more dominant concept in urban strategies for sustainable development is compact city development [9]. The compact city is characterised by highly densified urban development patterns, mixed land-use, accessibility of local services and jobs, and an efficient public transport that links dense urban areas [5,10,11]. It is often lauded for sustainability advantages across a variety of environmental, economic and even social dimensions, seen as a counterbalance to urban sprawl that has been associated with problems of car dependency, high land consumption, and resource-consuming life-styles [9,12–14].

Considering these oft-implemented sustainability policy goals together, a majority of existing relevant studies contend that densification processes and UGS development are frequently opposing forces [5]. In other words, increasing the amount of dwellings and inhabitants within the existing urban fabric is generally related to a decrease of UGS. Amsterdam provides a fascinating case where both of these policy goals have been explicitly adopted, with limited research into their joint outcome with regards to land-use changes.

We argue that remote sensing as a method is especially well-suited to detecting spatial-temporal changes at the urban scale. In our case, this enables the assessment of green space developments as the outcome of the interplay between land-use policies focussing on densification and green space. Through our Amsterdam study, we hope to contribute to the increasing effort to demonstrate the potential of remote sensing in urban planning practices [3,15–18].

We begin with a literature review outlining the concept of the compact city, the contribution of urban green space to sustainable cities, and the interaction between both. We then present our methodology. This is followed by the results, with our subsequent discussion reflecting on the usefulness of remote sensing in assessing the outcome of conflicting urban land-use policies.

2. The Compact City, Urban Green Space, and Sustainable Urban Development

As indicated, a highly popularised concept in both academic literature and policy is the idea of the “compact city” in achieving sustainable urban development [9]. It is claimed that the compact city counteracts the negative effects of urban sprawl by (1) reducing transport and vehicle emissions through a more efficient public transport system and an urban layout which encourages walking and cycling; (2) lowering energy usage given that higher-density layouts use less energy than low-density areas with a similar population; (3) protecting rural land beyond the urban edge through the intensification of the use of existing urban land [9,12–14]. The key focus of the compact city is to densify within urban areas in order to prevent urban sprawl [13]. Densification can be achieved by either the development of new buildings in areas within the city which were previously undeveloped (infill), previously having a different function (transformation), or through replacing low-rise buildings with higher-rise buildings [5]. While popularly adopted, the compact city model has also garnered criticism since the 1990s. It is associated with higher concentrations of fine dust [19], more stress, and the loss of affordable housing [20]. Furthermore, while it protects green areas outside of the urban edge, compact city growth has been argued to lead to a loss of green space within the urban fabric [3,5,21]. This crucial last potential outcome clearly conflicts with the range of benefits associated with UGS towards sustainable urban development.

Central to the benefits of UGS is its contribution to the mitigation of the effects of climate change and environmental degradation [2–5]. For instance, areas around green spaces are found to be on average 1–4 °C cooler than built-up space not within close proximity to green space [22,23]. Green space
can also filter out harmful air pollutants and thereby reduce levels of particulate matter and NO$_2$ [24]. In addition, green space can contribute to dampening sound pollution in urban environments, resulting in up to 12 dBA reduction in localised sound volumes [25]. Urban green space is an important strategy in climate-proofing the city by absorbing rain and reducing the runoff stress on infrastructure such as sewage systems [26,27]. UGS also clearly increases neighbourhood satisfaction by providing spaces for social interaction, education, exercise, and recreation, and thus makes a valuable contribution to the liveability of a city [27,28]. Finally, UGS provides ecosystem services to the elderly and provides them with safe spaces for recreation that are within their often-limited mobility range [13].

The balance between planning a compact city while simultaneously creating an urban environment that is liveable, sustainable, and resilient is a difficult challenge posed to policy makers and planners. There is increasing evidence of a global loss of green space because of densification policies. Yet, as Artmann et al. [13] state, “we lack integrative guidelines on how to manage trade-offs between urban densification and the provision of green space.” It is a paradox of the sustainable city that is imposed by the constraints of space. The usage of green roofs and green walls are specific approaches in dealing with this conundrum, but these solutions are limited in accounting for green space loss in terms of its capacity for water retention, heat mitigation, and various liveability benefits (e.g., public spaces of recreation and interaction).

These urban transformations are occurring in both the Global North and the Global South. However, they often take place at different scales and speeds. In rapidly expanding cities such as Hanoi in Vietnam [29], Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia [30], and Dhaka in Bangladesh [17], the decrease of UGS is caused primarily by the removal of street trees and parks for new commercial and housing developments. The problems are exacerbated by the lack of green space policies and planning oversight, leading to the prioritization of a neo-liberal growth machine that often places profit above sustainability and liveability. In cities in the Global North where the expansion is not as rapid, densification is mainly attributed to infill development [5]. Due to a lack of specific regulatory policies, developers are often not incentivised to preserve green space. There remains a lack of policies that take a long-term perspective on the relation between compact urban development and UGS into account [17,31–33]. However, the relevance of such a perspective is underscored in the academic literature. For instance, Jim and Chan [10] have shown through a review of published articles and government documents in Hong Kong from 1980 to 2015 that the neglect of strategic UGS planning has resulted in the elimination of the quantity and quality of UGS. Similarly, a study on the frequency and distribution of green infrastructure installations across 100 local government areas in Australia has shown “that councils that offered policy instruments and guidance tended to have more green wall and green roof projects than those which have no such policies in place” [34].

The paradox of developing towards a compact city model and the protection of UGS has been neglected in traditional policy evaluations, as they are generally focussed on single policy outcomes. Remote sensing offers the possibility of assessing the net outcome of a range of conflicting policies with land-use impacts. Nonetheless, there are only a few studies that link remote sensing land-use classification to urban policies. In a study of urban areas in the UK, Dallimar et al. [3] show that, following changed planning policies, 13 cities became denser while also seeing UGS decrease. Byomkesh et al. [17] further show the drastic reduction of UGS in Dhaka. After exploring the existing UGS management and policies by interviewing fifty key informants and analysing policy documents, the authors found that the decrease can be attributed to low political motivation and lack of spatial policy and management. Such studies illustrate the responsive nature of land-use composition to planning policies, or alternatively, the lack thereof.

We propose the need to expand this field of research by using remote sensing to show the friction between policy goals that paradoxically both aim for a more sustainable city. As mentioned above, there is a lack of integrative instruments addressing the trade-off between densification and urban green space. Where land-use outcomes are expected, we see remote sensing as a crucial instrument to achieve a more integrative assessment of this trade-off.
3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area

To evaluate the usefulness of remote sensing in assessing the shift in UGS, we focus on the city of Amsterdam. Amsterdam is the largest city of the Netherlands with 853,312 inhabitants over an area of 219.3 km$^2$ [35]. The city has experienced strong growth in the last decade [36], with a projection to achieve 1 million inhabitants by 2030. Our research focuses on the area within the Amsterdam (highway) inner ring zone. This area represents the urban core of the city, characterised by the highest urban concentration and growth in the city and will especially experience increasing pressure on its green space [37]. Thus, the study area reflects best where UGS and densification policies are most likely to be incompatible. The area within the inner ring road has a population of approximately 500,000 and covers around 71.17 km$^2$. Figure 1 presents the location of the study area within the context of the country and municipal boundaries of Amsterdam.

![Figure 1. Study area: Amsterdam within the ring zone. Data sources: [38,39]. Design by authors.](image)

3.2. Data and Analysis

3.2.1. Data

Green spaces in urban areas are typically fragmented, and thus imagery at medium resolutions cannot sufficiently detect land use dynamics since smaller patches of green space are often excluded. Therefore, high spatial resolution data is necessary to adequately quantify the spatial characteristics of urban green space [2,22,32]. High-resolution satellite images from Worldview 2 (0.46 m pixels) and Quickbird (0.64 m pixels) were used to carry out our land-use classification—retrieved from the Digital Globe satellite image repository. The selected images provide the highest possible resolution with 0% cloud coverage and were taken in the same season (months of September and July when vegetation is clearly visible. In addition, 2003 was the year after the first concretised UGS policy document [40]. It is the oldest high-resolution image matching the desired quality criteria and, as green space policies had barely been implemented in practice, it is useful in reflecting the situation previous to the city’s green
policy implementation. The most recent image matching our criteria is from 2016, and represents the situation following the most recent green space policy known as the “Green Agenda” [37]. Table 1 provides more detailed information on the satellite images.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>Bands Used</th>
<th>Spectral Range (newtonmeters)</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution (m)</th>
<th>Satellite Sensor (m)</th>
<th>Acquisition Date and Time (UTM + 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worldview 2</td>
<td>7 (NIR 1) 5 (red) 3 (green)</td>
<td>770–895 630–690 510–580</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>25 September 2016 10:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quickbird</td>
<td>4 (NIR) 3 (red) 2 (green)</td>
<td>760–900 630–690 520–600</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>16 July 2003 10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. Land-Use Classification

The images were rectified to the coordinate system of WGS84 zone 31 N. The near-infrared (NIR), red, and green bands were used in the classification because they best highlight vegetation. The images were then classified into three land-use types: (a) urban (including built-up and barren land), (b) green space, and (c) water. Green space includes all vegetation areas visible from satellite imagery and therefore both public and private spaces were counted, since the wider definition of UGS is considered here where even green spaces that are not publicly accessible provide a multitude of environmental (and potentially aesthetic) benefits. In classifying the imagery, a supervised classification was performed using a minimum of 20 training sites per land-use class and per year. Subsequently, a maximum likelihood classification was carried out. On both the 2003 and 2016 land-use classified raster, steps were preformed to clean up small areas of misclassification. First, majority filter analysis was applied, which removed singular or very small clusters of pixels surrounded by a majority different land class. Secondly, a boundary clean was carried out which smoothed boundaries, prioritising larger areas over smaller ones. Lastly, a very limited number of manual adjustments were made in cleaning up some minor misclassifications. These manual corrections were only carried out where a misclassification error was clear across both years, so as to prevent any bias in corrections across the compared years.

Additionally, an accuracy assessment was employed to evaluate the agreement between the classification outcome and “reality”. For each of the classified raster images, a sample of 180 random points were generated, equalized across the three classes. The ground-truthing assessment was carried out using the original image, as well as knowledge of the local area and, on rare occasions, cross-checking on Google Earth imagery when uncertainty arose (using images for the closest years from Google Earth). The overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of the derived classification output were respectively 96% and 0.93 for 2003 and 96% and 0.94 for 2016 (see Tables 2 and 3).

Table 2. Classification accuracy assessment (2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Truth Reference Class</th>
<th>Green Space</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Total Sample</th>
<th>User’s Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green space</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>96.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>98.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer’s accuracy</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>89.39%</td>
<td>98.21%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall classification accuracy</td>
<td>95.56%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kappa coefficient
Table 3. Classification accuracy assessment (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Truth Reference Class</th>
<th>Green Space</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Total Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green space</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer’s accuracy</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>93.44%</td>
<td>94.92%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall classification accuracy 96.11%
Kappa coefficient 0.942

3.2.3. Analysis

Landscape metrics are often used to monitor land-use changes [33]. In our study, three key landscape metrics were measured to analyse the changing patterns of land-uses as used in similar research. For each land-use, we first measured the percentage shares and their changes over the period. Beyond percentages, we looked at more detailed metrics of changing spatial patterns. Both “patch density” and “shape index” were measured for the green space in Amsterdam in 2003 and 2016. Patch density expresses the number of disjoined areas per km$^2$ and gives an indication of the overall level of fragmentation of the land-use [41]. The shape index is a measure of overall shape complexity. As opposed to a simple perimeter/area ratio, the shape index corrects for the size of patches and is a measure of the perimeter relative to the minimum possible perimeter for a given area. These metrics were calculated by first converting raster green areas to polygons, and small polygons were excluded using a simplify polygon function.

Subsequently, in order to calculate measures of distribution of close proximity to green space, 50 m buffers were calculated around green spaces larger than 300 and 500 square meters. Buffers of 50 m were chosen following the guidelines by Tudor and co-authors [42] for the optimal distance to green space. The green space thresholds of 300 and 500 square meters were chosen to exclude very small green spaces that are less likely to provide the expected benefits associated with UGS. These landscape metrics were selected because they give more detailed insights into the changing landscape patterns and are commonly employed in determining changing spatial patterns of land-use [22,42,43].

4. Results

Figure 2 shows the changes of land-use for the urban core of Amsterdam (within the inner ring road). The three categories show water (blue), green space (green), and urban land including built-up and barren land (grey). Changes are highlighted in the 2016 map (bright green for new green space and red indicating lost green space). As expected, changes are relatively scattered, pointing to the fact that cities in the West primarily densify through infill [5]. Looking closely, there are clear developments in the North-Western harbour areas—on the map the area just north and west of the large body of water that dissects inner Amsterdam. On the south bank of this water body, known as the IJ, some more development is visible along the water way. These represent areas of recent transformation of industrial harbour land and their adjacent green or water spaces to new urban land development. In the very eastern edge of the map and between the water ways, there is a clear shift in development (representing the area known as Zeeburgereiland).
This may be the outcome of irregular encroachment upon green spaces, whereby increasingly complex shapes have potential implications on their use function. The first crucial result is that the land-use share of green space clearly decreased in favour of the built-up urban environment. This means that a full 11% of the existing green space within the inner ring road of Amsterdam disappeared between 2003 and 2016. This is despite stated policy efforts in their Green Agenda programme to instead increase green space in the area [36]. While the rainproof strategy of Amsterdam aims to increase green space within the city as a preventative measure against flooding [36], in reality the efforts are not able to compensate for the densification of the city.

Looking at further metrics, we also see an increase in patch density, with an increase of about 20%. This implies that green spaces became smaller on average in Amsterdam (i.e., more patches per square kilometre). Excluding the smallest patches (under 300 square meters), there was still a decrease, although much more minimal. In principal, small green patches are in line with the municipality’s strategy of “post-stamp parks” that state a preference for smaller areas of green closer to people over larger areas of green space further away. However, the goal is in fact undermined by reduced total green space and distribution measures. Figure 3 and the distribution measures in table 4 reveal a decrease of the share of urban land within 50 m of green space. In other words, there is in fact a clear reduction of green space combined with a fragmentation of the existing green space. This has meant that even though there was an increase in the total number of green patches, the total urban area in proximity to green space still decreased. Finally, in addition to the fragmentation measure of patch density, the shape index further indicated an increasing complexity in the shape of green space areas. This may be the outcome of irregular encroachment upon green spaces, whereby increasingly complex shapes have potential implications on their use function.

Table 4 reports the land-use metrics for 2003 and 2016 as well as the change over this period. The authors. * urban land includes built-up as well as non-green barren land.

Table 4 reports the land-use metrics for 2003 and 2016 as well as the change over this period. The first crucial result is that the land-use share of green space clearly decreased in favour of the built-up urban environment. The total area of all green space that disappeared was 3.07 square kilometres—the equivalent of approximately 550–600 football fields. This means that a full 11% of the existing green space within the inner ring road of Amsterdam disappeared between 2003 and 2016. This is despite stated policy efforts in their Green Agenda programme to instead increase green space in the area [36]. While the rainproof strategy of Amsterdam aims to increase green space within the city as a preventative measure against flooding [36], in reality the efforts are not able to compensate for the densification of the city.

Looking at further metrics, we also see an increase in patch density, with an increase of about 20%. This implies that green spaces became smaller on average in Amsterdam (i.e., more patches per square kilometre). Excluding the smallest patches (under 300 square meters), there was still a decrease, although much more minimal. In principal, small green patches are in line with the municipality’s strategy of “post-stamp parks” that state a preference for smaller areas of green closer to people over larger areas of green space further away. However, the goal is in fact undermined by reduced total green space and distribution measures. Figure 3 and the distribution measures in table 4 reveal a decrease of the share of urban land within 50 m of green space. In other words, there is in fact a clear reduction of green space combined with a fragmentation of the existing green space. This has meant that even though there was an increase in the total number of green patches, the total urban area in proximity to green space still decreased. Finally, in addition to the fragmentation measure of patch density, the shape index further indicated an increasing complexity in the shape of green space areas. This may be the outcome of irregular encroachment upon green spaces, whereby increasingly complex shapes have potential implications on their use function.

Figure 2. Land-use classification within Amsterdam core. Data Sources: Land-use classifications were made based on Worldview 2 satellite imagery for 2003 (resolution 0.46 m) and Quickbird imagery for 2016 (resolution 0.64 m). The data was provided by Digital Globe (2018) [44]. All calculations made by the authors. * urban land includes built-up as well as non-green barren land.
Table 4. Land-use statistics for the urban core of Amsterdam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land use shares</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green space</td>
<td>39.95%</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>-4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urban*</td>
<td>44.52%</td>
<td>49.86%</td>
<td>5.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>15.53%</td>
<td>14.43%</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total area of green space (km²)</strong></td>
<td>28.42</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>-3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shape measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch Density of green spaces</td>
<td>735.23</td>
<td>882.12</td>
<td>146.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(patches per km² of green space)</td>
<td>168.82</td>
<td>166.07</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excluding small patches under 300 m²</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Index b of green space</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>-12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(perimeter/minimum possible perimeter based on area) excluding small patches under 300 m²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distribution measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of urban land within 50 m</td>
<td>90.77%</td>
<td>88.48%</td>
<td>-2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from green space of at least 300 m²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of urban land within 50 m</td>
<td>87.98%</td>
<td>85.23%</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from green space of at least 500 m²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sources: Land-use classifications were made based on Worldview 2 satellite imagery for 2003 (resolution 0.46 m) and Quickbird imagery for 2016 (resolution 0.64 m). The data was provided by Digital Globe (2018) [44]. All calculations made by the authors. Notes: * urban land includes built-up as well as non-green barren land. b Shape Index is a measure of overall shape complexity. As opposed to a simple perimeter/area ratio, the shape index corrects for the size of patches and is a measure of the perimeter relative to the minimum possible perimeter given the area.

Figure 3. Distribution and proximity to green space within Amsterdam ring zone. Data Sources: Land-use classifications were made based on Worldview 2 satellite imagery for 2003 (resolution 0.46 m) and Quickbird imagery for 2016 (resolution 0.64 m). The data was provided by Digital Globe (2018) [44]. All calculations made by the authors. * urban land includes built-up as well as non-green barren land.

It is interesting to compare these results to the ambitions of the Amsterdam municipality’s Green Agenda [37] and its own monitoring report after two years [45]. Some of the key ambitions of the Green Agenda are:

- Improvement of the quality of urban parks (p. 12);
- More green space in the city for a pleasant living environment, cooling, and water storage (p. 17);
- More and better green space in neighbourhoods (p. 23);
- Having increased proximity to green space through post-stamp parks, trees, or front gardens (p. 23).

If we then take a look at the subsequent monitoring report two years later [46], the municipality reports the following successes:
- An increase in green roofs of 40,000 m²;
- An increase of 16 post stamp parks;
- 21 school courtyards greened.

While these are indeed successes considering the limited amount of funds available for the green policies, the municipality had only to look from above, so to speak, to see that the green policy was in fact starkly inadequate in accomplishing their ambitions for more and better green space. The results of our remote sensing analysis clearly show that, even within the inner ring road, the loss of green space was 76 times greater over the previous decade or so than the subsequent minor increase through green roofs reported by the Green Agenda. It also shows that the accessibility of green space for the inhabitants within the urban core of the city also decreased substantially. Clearly, the UGS policy of the municipality of Amsterdam is insufficient to accomplish their stated ambitions when taking into consideration other simultaneous developments such as city densification. Interestingly, the municipal monitoring report does not show these clear contradictions, and only reports on a limited scope of successes of the policy. This ignores a crucial holistic assessment of the impact of net land-use changes. Such discrepancies underscore the problem we introduced regarding traditional policy assessment and monitoring, as these do not adequately take full contextual developments into consideration.

It is crucial to understand the dynamic multi-faceted nature of the city, where developments are often polycentrically governed by a wide range of actors and departments. Multiple agendas do not necessarily work in unison, and as we have pointed out, may in some cases be in direct conflict. It is in this context of frequently partial and disjointed policy monitoring that tools such as remote sensing provide a vital method to look at dynamics such as net land-use changes following multiple and potentially contradicting policies. It is not implied that traditional policy monitoring has no place, but tools such as remote sensing analysis provide valuable supplementary information, especially in cases where spatial dynamics play out at the city-scale and a holistic assessment is fundamental to understanding contradictory policy goals.

5. Discussion

The results of the analysis show that there is an inherent difficulty in developing a city that is both green and compact. Densification of the inner city can be achieved by either filling in open spaces or increasing the height of the buildings. The latter is of course difficult in a historical city such as Amsterdam. This is also a limitation of the research, as there are more possibilities to move to high-rise buildings in less-historical cities. However, as Haaland and Van den Bosch [5] argue, there is evidence across the globe in many different contexts that densification leads to a reduction of UGS. As can be seen from the Green Agenda by the municipality of Amsterdam, a work-around is to focus on the quality of the green space. However, this is extremely difficult to measure and one can also wonder if improvements of quality can compensate the large loss of green space within the city. Many of the benefits identified with UGSs, such as on health, air quality, climate regulation, biodiversity, and hydrology [2,4,6,7], require that there is a sufficient amount of space available. For instance, the capacity to accommodate rainfall is primarily influenced by the total surface, as an increase in surface sealing leads to increased water runoff [46]. In addition, the accessibility to urban green spaces, especially for elderly individuals [13], is important. It is clear that the Green Agenda is unable to compensate for the amount of lost green space. The decrease of urban green space by 11% in the inner city was accompanied over the same period by a large increase in the population of Amsterdam: from 743,104 to 852,011—an increase of 7%. At the same time, there was an increase of 7% in the total number of dwellings. This population growth and new dwelling construction seems to be a direct cause of
green space loss, as a large proportion of the areas where there was a loss of green were designated as development areas. This growth, combined with a policy of densification through preservation and infilling, is likely to have caused the large decrease in urban green space. A further important contributor seems to be the shift to artificial grass for sports activities. While artificial grass looks green and is counted in municipal statistics as ‘recreational green,’ it would not be calculated as green by an NVDI analysis based on vegetation cover. Remote sensing thus provides additional insights to standard statistics, as it includes all actual changes in green space. Shifts to artificial grass, paving over private gardens, and other non-statistical land use changes are captured in satellite imagery, but often neglected in official statistics. This capacity of remote sensing is even more important in contexts where up-to-date spatial data is simply not available.

The results also show an increase in fragmentation. On the one hand this is likely attributable to the densification, as larger areas get (partially) filled in or divided up. On the other hand, it also directly reflects the focus of the Green Agenda on small green spaces and a purported commitment to quality over quantity. However, when considering issues such as urban biodiversity, the fragmentation of green space is related to an important loss of habitat for species [47,48], and therefore quality cannot be decoupled from absolute area measures and connections between different green spaces. The fragmentation also explains the minor reduction of access to green space shown in Table 4 in comparison to the total amount of green space lost. Of course, a limitation of this research is that it cannot show whether or not the green space is truly accessible for all within its radius or if it is private space that is not open to the public.

The densification strategy of the compact city has led to a strong decrease in the total amount of green space and a fragmentation of green areas within the inner ring road of Amsterdam. As these results attest, the Green Agenda of the municipality is insufficient in mitigating the UGS consequences of compact city development. Nonetheless, the official evaluation of the Green Agenda has still presented it as a success within the scope of a selective set of goals and ambitions. The usage of remote sensing is therefore crucial, as it presents a “reality check” by confronting holistic measures of net land use change. Remote sensing can thus provide a crucial additional perspective to policy evaluation and represents an invaluable contribution to the toolbox of planners and government officials in assessing developments within their jurisdiction.

While the urban core of the city represents the area where contradicting goals of densification and green space may most intensely come to the fore, this focus of the study area also impacts the generalizability of the research in several ways. Firstly, the specific historical character of the inner area of Amsterdam forces an infill strategy. This implies that options for high-rise development are more restricted than in cities without a historical core. Secondly, large-scale developments often happen at the outer fringes of cities, where green field development is still possible. The total decrease of green space within the full city region is therefore difficult to extrapolate from our urban core focus – and admittedly beyond the intended focus of the research. This makes it more difficult to compare to city-scale research for other cities in Western Europe. Nonetheless, the case study presented underscores the valuable potential of remote sensing in assessing the net result of the conflicting policy goals of densification and greenification, particularly within the context of historical urban cores where such paradoxes may be more intractable. The research clearly illustrates that the capacity of Amsterdam’s green space policy is insufficient in counterbalance the associated development pressures of its compact city strategy.

6. Conclusions

Green spaces are central to the development of sustainable cities, providing essential ecosystems that are vital for mitigating and adapting to environmental problems induced by urbanisation and climate change [2–5]. As such, policies promoting urban green space (UGS) are an important piece of the solution for urbanized regions in achieving Sustainability Development Goals. At the same time, the compact city is promoted as a sustainable development concept that is also promoted as
crucial to reaching SDGs. These two strategies of increasing UGS and increasing densification are often at odds. In many cases, the pressure for densification is greater than the ability of UGS policy to compensate for the land-use change. However, traditional policy monitoring and evaluation strategies have focused largely on the results internal to specific policies while failing to clearly evaluate whether both UGS and compact city policies are simultaneously successful. Remote sensing offers the potential to incorporate the effects of a wide range of developments and policies by focusing on detailed net land-use changes at neighbourhood, city area, or urban region scales.

In our empirical case of Amsterdam, we show how the use of remote sensing can be a valuable tool in evaluating land-use policies. Here, we demonstrate how even municipal UGS policies considered to be a success in terms of limited internal goals are completely inadequate in mitigating the loss of green space in the face of urban densification. The 40,000 m$^2$ of green roofs is a drop in the bucket towards compensating the 3 million m$^2$ of green space lost over the previous decade or so. If cities are serious in their ambitions to make use of green space to help adapt to climate change, improve air quality, or contribute to liveability, a coordinated shift in policies will be necessary. For this, assessment tools are essential that can take net change within the city into consideration. Remote sensing is a crucial supplement to traditional policy evaluation and monitoring tools given its ability to evaluate overall land-use change irrespective of policy ambitions. It provides the essential bird’s-eye (or satellite’s-eye) view allowing governments to assess and plan a holistic integration of development and policy goals. It can further be key in identifying contradictory dynamics and in finding ways to mitigate and overcome them. From the sky, it can become clear that a policy boasting internal successes might, in fact, be ineffective considering other development and policy ambitions. In other words, for an effective on-the-ground implementation of the SDGs, a bigger picture perspective of on-the-ground developments is vital. High-quality remote sensing is, par excellence, the bigger picture.
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